Postnatal development of synchronous stepping in the gerbil (Gerbillus dasyurus).
During the first two postnatal weeks, Wagner's gerbil (Gerbillus dasyurus) pups employed stepping sequences considered to be more basic than in the later stages of development and displayed alternate stepping of the legs in each girdle. In the third postnatal week, the adult mode of locomotion, the bound, became prominent and synchronous stepping dominated locomotion, gradually replacing alternate stepping. Motor performance of the gerbil pups corroborates previous studies in following a developmental motor gestalt termed 'warm-up', which involves an ordered incorporation of movements along three distinct spatial dimensions. In the present results, the validity of warm-up has been extended to a quantitative perspective: the order in which movement types reached their peak performance was identical to the order of their emergence in ontogeny. Transient modes of locomotion were also employed by gerbil pups during postnatal development, in accordance with changes in body morphology, indicating that there exists a causal link between body design and specific modes of locomotion.